EIDSN’s Purposes

• Facilitate an efficient, effective and secure network for the sharing of operating reliability data among its members and participants.

• Promote the reliable and efficient operation of the Bulk Electric System (BES) through use of Electric Information Network (EInet).

• Currently includes sharing both SCADA and synchrophasor data among appropriate entities.

• Facilitate the adoption, development and support for various software tools for members and participants that promote the reliable and efficient operation of the Bulk Electric System.
Joining EIDSN, Inc.

• Nonstock, nonprofit corporation - 501(c)(6)

• In early 2018, EIDSN’s Board of Directors approved the removal of the geographic restriction for joining the Company
  – Any NERC designated Reliability Coordinator (RC), Transmission Operator (TOP), Transmission Owner (TO), and Balancing Authority (BA) in North America can join as Member or Participant

• Agreements requiring execution
  – Master Confidentiality Agreement
  – Network Service Agreement
  – Member OR Participant Agreement